
Next Column Price on ALL of Prince Charming's Gear!

clothmaskline.com | ASI 62698 | sales@clothmaskline.com | (951) 729-4645

Looking like royalty doesn't have to cost a charm and a leg! 

Next Column Pricing Until 01/05/2021!
Use Code PRINCECHARMING2020

Safety Key with Bottle Opener and Touchscreen Stylus
This must-have tool offers protection for everyone by minimizing direct 
contact with high-touch surfaces like public doors and drawers; checkout, 
ATM, and elevator buttons; touchscreens; and more. Laser engrave your 
key for a long-lasting impression. Customizable Charms allow your 
customer to turn this tool into their very own advertising keepsake! See
below for more information on the charms.

As low as $2.99 (c)

2-Ply Dye-Sublimated Neck Gaiter
This 2-ply dye-sublimated neck gaiter is a great way to showcase your 
brand and provides the extra layer of protection recommended by the CDC 
to slow the spread. Use it to mask your face in public or as a multi-use cover 
for outdoor activities. This one-size-fits-most gaiter is soft and comfy and 
offers both durability and easy-care. Neck gaiters may also be worn as a 
Balaclava (full head covering) or face covering in a wide variety of settings.

As low as $3.75 (c)

NEW! Safety Key Charm
Customize the Safety Key with these eye-catching charms for a fun pop
of color. Stock charms include heart, pink ribbon, dog, cat, smile, or flag. 
Custom charms may be made to order. These are a great addition to 
necklaces, keychains, bracelets and more!

As low as $1.69 (c)

PM 2.5 Cloth Mask Filters
When inserted between the layers of our 3-Ply Reusable Masks, these filters 
make the mask more effective and provide extra layers of coverage and 
filtration. They are designed to effectively filter out 99% of exhaust, pollen, 
smoke, dust, chemicals, particles, and fumes in the environment. They provide 
you with 5 layers of protection with a particulate rating of 2.5 to effectively 
keep away a range of airborne contaminants.

As low as $.67 (c)
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